Sports Analogies

Directions: Complete each analogy by writing the correct word in the blank line.

1. Referee is to football as umpire is to _______________________.
   (basketball, baseball, hockey, judge)

2. Baseball is to diamond as basketball is to _______________________.
   (field, inside, game, court)

3. Baseball is to ball as hockey is to _______________________.
   (stick, penalty, puck, shoot)

4. ________________

5. ________________

6. Stick is to hockey as bat is to _______________________.
   (football, lacrosse, basketball, baseball)

7. Team is to player as crowd is to _______________________.
   (fan, cheer, watching, tickets)

8. Punt is to kick as pass is to _______________________.
   (throw, foot, arm, tackle)

9. Batter is to offense as shortstop is to _______________________.
   (points, ground ball, catch, defense)

10. Basketball is to sneakers as hockey is to _______________________.
    (spikes, ice skates, stick, shoot)
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